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In 33 Bits, a gold charm bracelet tangibly records the adventure, friendships, love, and disappointment experienced by a young American
woman during a life-changing journey to England.
Dan Wynn wanted to explore space more than life itself, but a tragic accident left him too injured for NASA's space program. Second chances
don't come along every day, so when an old friend offered him one, he grabbed on with both hands. The next thing Dan knew, he was on the
moon, piloting humanity's first starship while fighting his way through one peril after another. Little did Dan know that simple offer was
anything but, and would lead him to the stars far beyond our own. The risks are great. But if life knocked you down, what would you gamble
to have one more shot at your dreams? Excerpt: "Dan - ad astra!" Dan heard the order. Ad astra. To the stars. It was a toast the two of them
had shared back in college, when they first stepped onto the roads which would lead them into space. It had been John's idea to use the
toast as a code word now. Dan didn't even take a deep breath before executing the order. He'd practiced this with Majel enough times in the
simulator - not the part about having a gunman in the bridge, but if that order was ever given, it would be a true crisis. He checked the screen
again. Visual range in only fifteen seconds. No time for anything else. He rapidly initiated the program, said a quick prayer, and pressed the
Enter button on his keyboard. Immediately, the ship began to shudder. This book is a heavily revised second edition of the original volume.
The story length has been increased by about 60%, adding enormously more background to the characters and deepening of the personality
of the world and crew. If you've already read the first edition, you won't need to read this version to catch up - but fans of the series are sure
to enjoy this expanded and improved "Author's Preferred Edition"!
GOD FOR A DAY is a comic extravaganza which touches on the deeper mysteries of love and spirituality. The characters are God, Adam
and Eve, a cosmic adventuress named Scherezade, a wizard named Abracadabra, the Archangel or All Archangels...you get the picture. God
decides to take a day off, and Eve comes out of retirement to win the universe-wide God for a Day contest. She introduces the Heavenly
Games of Love (a sort of cosmic Olympics), Earth fields a team, and the rest is, well, if not history, an awfully good read.
This eBook has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Lord of the World is a dystopian
novel that centers upon the reign of the Anti-Christ and the End of the World. In early 21st century London, two priests, the white-haired
Father Percy Franklin and the younger Father John Francis, are visiting the subterranean lodgings of the elderly Mr. Templeton. A Catholic
and former Conservative Member of Parliament who witnessed the marginalization of his religion and the destruction of his party, Mr.
Templeton describes to the two priests the last century of British and world history.
To get ahead she'll have to become a man -- and a man, she always thought, never lets love get in the way... Clementine dreams of being a
naturalist -- a career that leaves no time for romance. To sneak on an adventurous prospecting expedition, Clementine will have to convince
everyone she's a man. A mysterious tonic offers her just that disguise. But "Calvin," as she calls herself now, had no idea what she was
giving up. When Wesley, the expedition's gentle preacher, catches her eye, she can't get him out of her head; not his lush lips, wide brown
eyes ... or broad chest. Dare she reveal her secret to him, and can she keep her career if she does? Among run-ins with cowboys, natural
disasters, and traveling shows, Wesley's most fascinating adventure is meeting Calvin. Though Wesley's betrothed, the cute, clever naturalist
threatens to make him fall into temptation...
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While doing genealogy research, a college professor runs across a true example of that most wayward of American existences-the hobo-in a
story of a pair of runaways who hopped the rails, departing for times and places unknown, with only their adventurous spirits to guide them.
Near his life's end, Percy B. Gates was a distinguished family man. He'd settled down and leveled out, but his past was full of adventure. At
age thirteen, Percy and his best friend, Bill, ran off, whisked away from their homes on railroad tracks. They met a wide cast of characters
while traveling the fifty states, from Wyatt Earp in the Old West to Teddy Roosevelt down in San Antonio. Bill fought a war, and Percy barely
missed joining Roosevelt's Rough Riders. Eventually, they became boilermakers on that same railroad and found themselves in the middle of
more than one outburst of union violence. Their rowdy journey through life ended up as more than those young runaways could have
imagined. This expansive adventure portrays a classic American story, based on the author's grandfather's own tales and letters. Leaving a
disastrous past behind, the hobo sets off on his own American dream.
The year is 4518 BCE. Halim, a Shakti warrior initiate, lives with his family in Harappa, a fortified city in the Indus River Valley. His father is
injured, so the task falls to Halim to find a cure for his mother, who has fallen prey to a mysterious, debilitating disease. Sanjit, a seasoned
Shakti, agrees to accompany Halim to the Kunlun Mountains in search of a sacred medicine from an ancient monastery. Halim's impulsive
sister, Taja, insists on joining them too. When the three travellers confront the Ignogai, a barbaric tribe with a bloodthirsty shaman, they must
flee across hazardous and unfamiliar terrain to avoid being captured and persecuted for their Shakti Prana. With a little bit of magic,
determination, and some help from a few extraordinary people, the trio must fight for their lives to make it back home in time to save Halim's
mother from certain demise.

HOW MANY PEOPLE WOULD YOU KILL TO LIVE FOREVER? Imagine a world where soldiers regenerate and continue
fighting without pause, where suicide bombers live to strike again and again. This is the dream of Richard Ridley, founder
of Manifold Genetics, and he has just discovered the key to eternal life: an ancient artifact buried beneath a Greekinscribed stone in the Peruvian desert. When Manifold steals the artifact and abducts archeologist Dr. George Pierce,
United States Special Forces Delta operator Jack Sigler, call sign King, and his "Chess Team" —Queen, Knight, Rook,
Bishop, and their handler, Deep Blue—give chase. Formed under special order from President Duncan, they are the best
of America's Special Forces, tasked with antiterrorism missions that take them around the world against any threat,
ancient, modern, and at times, inhuman. With cutting-edge weapons, tough-as-nails tactics, and keen intellects, they
stand alone on the brink, facing the world's most dangerous threats. Ridley's plan to create unstoppable soldiers has just
made him threat number one. Tension soars along with the body count as the team faces high-tech security forces,
hordes of "regens," the horrific results of Manifold's experiments, and a resurrected mythological predator complete with
regenerative abilities, seven heads, and a savage appetite. The Chess Team races to save Pierce and stop Manifold
before they change the face of genetics—and human history—forever. Heart-pounding action combines with adrenalinecharged suspense in the first of Jeremy Robinson's smart, sharp series featuring the Chess Team.
After escaping from a mental institution and then a secret government corporation that is conducting human experiments,
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Crazy jabs a stolen syringe with a mysterious substance into his leg and is endowed with superpower. By the author of
XOM-B.
WHEN PAST AND PRESENT COLLIDE... In 1959, nine hikers of the Dyatlov expedition perish while crossing a remote
mountain range in the Soviet Union. More than sixty-five years later, the circumstances surrounding their deaths remains
a mystery. In 1995, Julie Sigler is killed in an Air Force training exercise crash, but the circumstances of her death are
never called into question...until she appears on TV, twenty years later, standing beside the current President of the
United States. THE WORLD WILL BURN... Disavowed and on the run, the black ops Chess Team is in search of one of
their own: Former President Tom Duncan. Held in a secret U.S. government detainment site after sacrificing his freedom
to ensure the team's, Duncan, callsign: Deep Blue, hasn't been seen or heard from in a year. Meanwhile, the team's
leader, Jack Sigler, callsign: King, is on the trail of a woman who just might be his sister Julie-back from the dead and
working for his enemies. Drawn into a labyrinth of intrigue, King discovers a scheme to topple the U.S. government and
forge a new global empire. AND AN EMPIRE WILL RISE FROM THE ASHES. To stop a war that could destroy
civilization, King and the Chess Team infiltrate the frozen Russian wilderness, battle the elements and inhuman
abominations spawned in Cold War laboratories, and go head-to-head with a powerful enemy, ascending from the pages
of history. Torn between loyalty to his family, his teammates and his country, King faces his most daunting challenge yet.
The stakes have never been higher, or more personal. Jeremy Robinson and Sean Ellis, the international bestselling duo
behind Herculean and Cannibal are back for the eighth novel in the pulse-pounding Jack Sigler Thriller series. With the
ancient mystery of James Rollins and frenetic pacing of Matthew Reilly, and with an all too plausible civilization-ending
scenario, Empire will please new readers and longtime Sigler fans alike.
Cincinnati Magazine taps into the DNA of the city, exploring shopping, dining, living, and culture and giving readers a
ringside seat on the issues shaping the region.
Nate wants more to life than moving from town to town, hustling chess with his con-man grandfather or wagering pick-up
games online. A new immersive game opens up the chance to bring in a steady paycheck. Maybe enough to convince
his grandfather to stay straight. Little does he know how his actions will change his life.A GameLit coming of age story.
THE AMERICAN EDITION Satan is being outsourced. According to the Powers That Be, Hell isn't hellish enough, and
Satan is given seven days to figure out how to bring back the fire and brimstone days of Hell's fury. The Devil takes on
human form-a ramshackle, disease ridden body-and sets out on a road trip exploring new and novel miseries of the
human condition to save his job. From L.A. to Miami, Satan, accompanied by Eustice Seeney, the only man who
managed to escape Hell twice (and live to never shut up about it), some bent doctors, an average medium femme fatale
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with a Tarot tattoo, and an angelic escort service hit the road. Satan manages to finagle his way into one mess of life's
affairs after another culminating in an explosive finale revealing who or what puts the lighting in our dreams, and begs the
question of who would rid the world of the Devil they know?
Still recovering from the tragic loss of a good friend, Jack Sigler, callsign: King, leads the Chess Team-a crew of former
Delta operators-back into action. But what should be a routine snatch-and-grab to capture a drug cartel leader, escalates
out of control, throwing the team into a challenge unlike anything they've ever faced. An enemy from their past, who is
close to unmasking their identities, joins forces with the psychotic cartel kingpin, setting a trap that will shake the team to
its foundations. While the team battles enemies old and new, King's fiancee, CDC disease detective, Sara Fogg,
struggles to stop a strange outbreak that transforms the infected into ravenous, inhuman monsters. Once responsible for
the disappearance of the Roanoke settlers, the disease now threatens to spread across the planet, ending human
civilization in a bloodbath of violence. Hunted by humans and monsters alike, King and the Chess Team face a desperate
choice-sacrifice themselves or let the world bleed. Jeremy Robinson and Sean Ellis, the international bestselling team
behind Prime and Savage, return with a riveting and horrific tale reminiscent of Matthew Reilly's and James Rollins's
best. Settle in for a long night as the Chess Team journeys around the world, through history and to your worst
nightmares.
The Rangers of Laerean are the protectors of the people, the heroes of Hir. Their exploits are legendary and their great deeds
recounted in tales across the ages. These are the stories that will be told for generations. When the Ranger Baric meets the exotic
and alluring woman from Vaar'da, Whisper, he agrees to assist her on what seems a simple rescue mission that soon turns into
something far more complicated than he expected. Seeking the source of her recurring nightmares, they discover an artifact of
unimaginable power that was likely the cause of the Great Disruption, which destroyed all of Hir, over two thousand years ago.
Their journey soon becomes a deadly and suicidal quest into the Great Divide, an area of Hir where men fear to travel, into the
realm of the demonic Manenase, who live under a great volcano in the center of the Boiling Sea. Gathering a small army of
Rangers, they delve deep into the bowels of the volcano, Mount Scorch, on a journey to prevent another earth-shattering
disruption that could destroy their entire world. The fate of Hir depends on the courage and skills of the heroic Rangers and their
small Vaar'da companion, as they struggle to save the world from impending disaster and face their greatest challenge, and where
Baric must face the destiny he foresaw in a dream, many years before.
From the Days of Dirt is the memoir of Marcus Hastings, a rebellious teenager who grew up in Maine in the 1990's. Marcus
believed it was his mission as a young person to have as much fun as possible by causing high-quality mischief. Even when he
isn't looking for trouble, which isn't often, trouble seems to find him. Marcus' journal entries trigger a series of stories chronicling his
crooked, haphazard journey into adulthood. His cynical and oddly refreshing perspective on what it means to feel alive finds humor
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in just about everything- whether that be setting his pants on fire, falling in love or being thrown in jail. Many of his recollections are
timeless and relatable. We all had that crazy friend or that weird neighbor, and if not, now you do.
"With her orphaned charges, Lady Claire Trevelyan joins the Earl of Dunsmuir's family on an airship voyage to the Americas. If she
can stay out of Lord James Selwyn's way until her eighteenth birthday, she will be of age and cannot be forced into marriage.
What she doesn't know is that Lord James is in the Americas, too, with Andrew Malvern closing in on him - and the wonderful
device he stole. But when a storm cripples the airship and air pirates swoop in like carrion birds, Claire and the children must live
by their wits to make their way across a harsh landscape. Will Andrew ever see her again and right the wrong he believes he has
done? Will Lord James succeed in his monumental thievery? And how exactly does Rosie the chicken evade the soup pot?"--P. [4]
of cover.
When the mysterious Alistair appears from nowhere to rescue cute African American girl Wyn from being attacked, she is intrigued
to find out exactly who this mystery man is. Alistair insists on taking care of her and ensuring her safety from that moment forwards
which deepens her intrigue and also her attraction for this mysterious stranger. Especially as he already knows her name and
EVERYTHING about her.... Wyn has no idea that she is about to embark on a life changing journey full of romance, sex, mystery,
action and adventure. The White Vampire Complete Saga Includes: Desired By The White Vampire The Mystery Of The White
Vampire In Love With The White Vampire Claimed By The White Vampire
Disgraced son of a gentleman farmer, Nicholas Pelly is sent to redeem himself in the turbulent South African colonies. Taken
under the wing of Ragwasi, his African friend and mentor, Pelly crosses the cultural divides of the late 19th Century to take up
arms against the enemies of the Tswana people, marry an African woman and travel through the wars and landscapes of the
period in search of redemption. After a decade of upheaval, service in the British and Tswana armies and attempts to make
restitution he returns home to England in the hope of a prodigal son's welcome.
When Zane and Megan crack the Secnet, they stumble across Project Net Rider. The awesome Cyber Warfare program immerses
the user in virtual reality, and has a netbike to infiltrate any computer in the new global network. But the software is dangerous and
in the wrong hands, capable of unlimited destruction. So when the Underground's most notorious hacker steals a copy, the entire
world is threatened. And the two friends have to risk everything to stop him.
WHEN IT COMES TO LOVE, SOMETIMES IT TAKES THE HEAD YEARS TO DISCOVER WHAT THE HEART HAS ALWAYS
KNOWN When Forbes Branson was a young man ready for something new. A senior in high school, he was the golden boy. Heir
to a fortune, he knew what his life was going to be. But he wanted adventure first. A year to do what he wanted, where he wanted
before college. An unexpected betrayal would change everything. Sophie Lipton was fifteen the first time she set foot on the
Branson ranch. Dragged from one place to another, never having more than one pair of shoes or enough to eat, the moment she
saw the wide open spaces, she felt she could breathe for the first time in her life. It was the home she always dreamed of. But her
happiness came at a price. To stay in her new home, Sophie had to keep somebody else's lies. Lies that would eventually tear
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apart a family. And tear apart her friendship with Forbes. Coming home is never easy-especially after twelve years. Forbes isn't
the same young man. He found his adventure-and more. Weary, he's ready to settle into a slower, calmer life. Working on his
family's ranch and taking the job as Chief of Police sounds like a piece of cake after the things he had seen and done. Sophie isn't
the quiet girl Forbes remembers. She's grown into a strong, confident woman. A woman used to being in charge. The Branson
ranch is her territory now. If Forbes thinks he's going to waltz back in and take over, he's going to find out fast that Sophie is no
pushover. Twelve years ago, they shared one goodbye kiss. More sweet than passionate. Now, as adults it's a whole new game.
The attraction between them is undeniable. Just as they begin to move forward, the past has other ideas. Secrets rarely stay
buried forever. Lies. Betrayal. Maybe even murder. Before Forbes and Sophie can think about the future, they will need to deal
with the past. Together.
A dense black cloud boiled up in the southeastern sky. It rose high and fast, like a time-lapse movie of the birth of a thunderhead.
But it was no rain cloud. Wholly black, it reached up and up until it loomed over her, blocking out the sun. Somehow, she knew, it
was Death coming for her.Pre-med student Coral is on vacation in Idaho when something terrible happens. The black cloud is
followed by a wildfire and searing heat that lasts for days. She survives deep in a cave but emerges days later to find the world
transformed, with blackened trees, an ash-filled sky, and no living creatures stirring--except for her.So begins her desperate
journey: to find water, and food, and other survivors...and the answer to the mystery of what happened.Gray I is the first novel in a
series.
THE KING'S LION IS BACK IN A SWASHBUCKLING ADVENTURE After years of fighting, peace reigns over the Eagle Empire.
General Leandros is enjoying a romantic vacation with his wife at sea when a mysterious sea captain, the Mask, abducts them,
asking for their help to free his fellow islanders from slavery. Leandros and Helena start training the islanders, conducting daring
raids on land and sea to free the slaves. Their only allies are a powerful sea-witch and a savage crew of ex-pirates. Breathtaking
duels and fierce battles turn the tide in favour of the islanders until the enemy monarch sends his Grand Fleet to subdue them.
With only two ships and a handful of men, the King's Lion faces a terrifying challenge. The future of an entire nation lies in his
hands.
Educational Assessments "Research has shown that, by itself, learning to play chess is tied to better logical reasoning and
stronger performance in math. Yamie Chess adds to this by integrating both mathematical content and math puzzles into the
text."—Professor Michael Ching, PhD, Mathematics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology "Next to the chessic aspects, the
mathematical topics are at the center of the book: Here the readers are exposed to sets and Venn diagrams, numbers and raising
them to powers, fractions and triangles including the theorem of Pythagoras."—Professor Christian Hesse, PhD, Mathematics,
Harvard University "Mathematics problems are interspersed through the text and will both expose children to important
mathematical results (e.g., Venn diagrams, finding the area of a triangle, and unit cancellation) and allow them opportunity to grow
in mathematical reasoning. Problems are labeled by grade level, allowing parents and teachers to target problems for
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students."—Professor Ashley Ahlin, PhD, Mathematics, University of Chicago Math Contents Summary First published in softcover
for Yamie Chess' nationally award-winning math learning aid that won School Library Journal's Best Education Pick of 2014, and
now available for the first time in eBook format, Yamie Chess: The Adventures of Tigermore and the Mind Angels is a
supplemental math education aid written by experienced teachers that requires no prior experience of chess. Designed as a
children's graphic novel for math education, the work is aligned with the NCTM Curriculum Focal Points in algebra, geometry,
numbers and operations, measurement and data analysis. Teaching children from 5 to 12 years old important math and science
classroom skills for STEM education, the comic can be read as a standalone adventure story for supplemental math study, at
home and at school, or used by beginners to learn chess from scratch. The book's instructions encourage kids to use the material
with any classic chess set they have available, to aid their understanding of chess, and reenact the integrated European chess
game that unfolds through the story. It's a historic game in fact, that took place between Grandmasters Johannes Zukertort and
GM Adolf Anderssen in Berlin, Germany in 1865. With artwork from ex-Disney illustrators, the story follows 8-year-old Kimi as he
travels to the Mind Kingdom, a secret universe ruled by chess where all the cartoon characters are the classic chess pieces from
the boardgame, to learn math skills for school. Information for Parents and Teachers The math comic features important
educational benefits for children: 1. Written by veteran math teachers: Yamie Chess: The Adventures of Tigermore and the Mind
Angels was developed by experienced U.S. math teachers from America's top universities including: Caltech, Columbia, Stanford,
Vanderbilt and MIT - the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 2. Math practice for 5 - 12 year olds: Useful for practicing math
with the kids at home on tablets and smartphones, the softcover version is already being used in after-school classes and indoor
recess. Yamie Chess offers supportive and carefully designed math learning material and puzzles to help budding learners to
boost their math skills for school. "The problems are clearly marked by grade level and were written to tie into the NCTM
standards. Solutions are provided in the back with ample explanation and diagrams to show how some of the more complex
problems are solved. These questions give a depth to the story and provide differentiation for any age student in grades K-8."—Mrs
Jena Philips, MEd, 8th Grade Science Teacher, Northern Arizona University "As a middle school math teacher I see the value of
Yamie Chess in an educational setting. This is a wonderful enrichment activity that can be used to spark more students’ interest in
learning the game of chess while increasing mathematical thinking."—Elizabeth Gates, BA, Illinois 7th Grade Math Teacher, Miami
University 3. Learn classic chess from scratch: No prior experience is needed to play Yamie Chess, the book teaches children the
basics of the game including how the pieces move, basic chess strategy and then with the comic story enables children to work
through a historical European chess game with the cartoon characters, giving kids' an immediate understanding and context to
their newly learned knowledge. 4. Grade key for learners: With a friendly cartoon background story that can be universally enjoyed
by elementary and middle school children, the math puzzles and problems woven through the text and illustrations are keyed at
each step with their corresponding U.S. grade school level to help parents and teachers isolate material to challenge and explore
work in line with homestudy and school courses. For example, the note "Grade 3" next to a math concept in the text would indicate
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that the level of the problem is great for introducing that particular math concept to 3rd graders, that 4th to 8th graders should be
able to understand and complete that problem as revision work, and that 1st and 2nd graders could either attempt to approach the
problem or skip it and return in the future when they feel more ready. There is a wide variety of math problems aimed at each age
group. 5. Hints and explained answers: To make the eBook more interactive, a button link to the answer is provided next to each
math problem in the text, with hints to trigger lateral thinking and full explanations for the more challenging problems included in
the eBook's linked appendix. 6. 250+ imaginative cartoons: To help comprehension and understanding of the math concepts, the
work features a great many imaginative and beautifully shaded illustrations designed by top ex-Disney animators.
Shortly after the Civil War, the U.S. Army is commissioned to oversee Yellowstone Park in a bid to protect the wildlife within its
bounds from trappers, miners and hunters. But some beasts will always be considered more valuable than others, and some men
will do anything to acquire wealth. Within days, two rogue cavalry officers furtively enter the park and steal a white she-wolf from
her den. Little do those men realize, however, that the she-wolf is also highly valued by her pack, and that they will do anything to
retrieve her... Three Wolves is a fable, told not through the eyes of men, but wolves, as they engage on a very dangerous quest to
return the she-wolf to her den in the Unnamed Valley. It is a tale of hope and courage, of omens, dreams and superstition, and one
in which you may at last be persuaded to believe that wolves know more about nature and the earth than men.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
A festival that celebrates the female power in its nine different forms? Navratri or the festival of Nine Nights is exactly that. One of
the most widely celebrated festivals of India, it is the perfect combination of mesmerizing Dandiya & Garba dances, brilliantly
colorful clothes, delicious treats, and more. Join our traveling adventurers Maya, Neel, and Chintu, the squirrel, as they experience
Navratri in its full splendor in Gujarat and also learn about how Navratri is celebrated in the rest of the country including Durga
Puja, Golu tradition, and more. . Check out this incredibly fun festival book from Bestselling series with Award-winning authors!
**Also See** Check out the bestseller book on 5 days of Diwali along with an activity book with 50 activities! . **Did you know?**
All of our books are non-religious with stories are retold for a global audience. Maya & Neel’s India Adventures 10+ Book Series is
written with the mission to RAISE MULTICULTURAL KIDS! We are Indie authors and 1st generation Indian immigrants, who have
dedicated the past decade to spreading multiculturalism through our local dance & culture company as well through this book
series whose extreme popularity has taken even us by surprise. You can follow our cultural journey on social media at Bollywood
Groove and Culture Groove. To all our little and grownup readers: Thank You for supporting our work & mission! -------------- For
bulk orders! or author visits! contact ajanta@culturegroove.com Our Series Available Worldwide (CultureGroove.com/Books):!
Festivals: Diwali, Navratri, Holi, Vaisakhi, Ramadan & Eid | Mythology: Ganesha, Krishna | Places: Delhi & Taj Mahal, Mumbai |
Wedding | Diwali 50 Activity Book Holi 50-Activity Book | Gift Sets 1 & 2
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"Now I am become Death, destroyer of worlds." Dr. Grace Llewellyn quotes Oppenheimer as her creation takes its first breath.
Moments later, a US military strike team hits her laboratory in suburban Maryland. Markus Stebbings is hiding terminal brain
cancer, hoping to remain alive and a part of Delta long enough to die for something that matters. The mission to destroy a
domestic terrorist cell in possession of a nuclear bomb sounds like the opportunity he is looking for, until he realizes that his
targets are not terrorists, and that what they have is something infinitely more dangerous than a bomb. On the run with Grace and
the device she calls Prometheus, Markus finds himself pitted against the full might of US intelligence and military forces as they
mount the biggest manhunt ever conducted on American soil. He quickly learns that Prometheus represents a technological
advancement so profound that it can alter the course of history. What he doesn't know is that there is another such device already
in play, and that he, Grace and Prometheus are all that stand between it and the end of human civilization as we know it.
When M.s Mattie, the magical loving owner of an orphanage suddenly falls ills, her evil daughter Olga steps in . Olga quickly rids
the orphanage of every last bit of fun and focuses her attention on the powerful necklaces gifted to the Spallywood Kidz by Ms.
Mattie.The Spallywood Kidz must swiftly learn how to use their newly found powers before Olga steals their necklaces and traps
them in the gloomy orphanage forever. But will the Spallywood Kidz defeat evil Olga in time?
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself
as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from
politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Living in the quaint farming village of Brittendell offered a simple life of home and family. When Aislynn, the daughter of a local
farmer, and Rorin, the son of a wealthy horse trader, married, another charming love story enlivened the tranquil town. Aislynn and
Rorin were profoundly connected, but their relationship came to a screeching halt when Rorin was killed in a tragic accident. Their
bond sends Aislynn into a spiraling depression as she continues sensing Rorin's presence. Soon, Aislynn finds herself thrust into a
dangerous world of magic filled with hobgoblins, elves, and wizards. When Aislynn is captured by the future king of Venallis and
forced to help him uncover a mysterious magical artifact she discovers that fate has far greater plans for her than she ever
imagined. Perhaps death is not always the end.
Heather Sutherland brings us a joyful and enchanted tale about a family of children who discover an abandoned garage and
embark on an adventure that is literally out of this world. The garage is no ordinary place. Home to a lonely car called Lizzy and a
rather grumpy spider, they find magic, music and secrets within its walls. As a special friendship develops the children find that
Lizzy needs their help and when the owner of the garage returns at last, an amazing journey begins. The owner, a funny, strange
old man called Old Sutho has discovered some ancient magic. When the garage reveals its ultimate secret they realise they're
going to need that magic if they are to make it to the North Pole and back in time. After all, millions of children are relying on them
to make the most important delivery of their lives. If only old Sutho had realised that old friends are the best friends! Now it's all up
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to Lizzy.....
Our choices seal our fate. Hannah Reed is about to learn just how important one little decision can be. Hannah's plans for a nice,
quiet senior year of high school are rapidly disintegrating. It all starts when she innocently bursts in on Ethan Flynn in the change
room of the clothing store where she works. Ethan's presence in Hannah's world is subtle but constant, and when he saves her
life, they become linked by the workings of an ancient society and Ethan's sworn duty to protect Hannah. Working together to
figure out what destiny wants with Hannah, the two of them stumble on a baffling mystery that leaves even Ethan questioning what
is in store for her future. With Ethan's help, Hannah learns there is far more to this life, to her life, than she ever realized. As they
attempt to untangle Hannah's unique past and emerging abilities, an unknown danger from Ethan's past looms ever closer. While
racing to put together the pieces of the puzzle before it's too late, Hannah wrestles with the idea that she is anything but average,
and that perhaps she is also more to Ethan than just a job. Hleo is the first book in the series with the same name. A story of
destiny and how one decision can change everything. When you buy a copy of Hleo, your one decision also has the ability to
change the lives of others across the globe. $3.00CAD from every copy of Hleo purchased goes towards the amazing efforts of the
Because I am a Girl Education initiative. Fighting to bring literacy and safe learning resources to girls living in some of the poorest
nations in this world.
New York City was being systematically crippled by crimes committed in a very organized fashion. Communities and
neighborhoods were paralyzed with fear. Just when all hope seemed lost, the tide turned. Rumors spread about a group of
renegade crime fighters with extraordinary powers. They called themselves, The Unbeatables. Henry Fleming (Strongman) was
their leader. They were superhero pioneers. No flashy names. No dazzling uniforms. As a result of their heroic efforts, The
Unbeatables introduced Genvars (Genetic Variations) to a skeptical world that up to that point considered the occasional grainy
video footage of someone displaying abnormal powers to be nothing more than a hoax. Soon, more Genvars came out of hiding.
But their assimilation into society was met with resistance and trepidation. Civil unrest was threatening the very foundation of the
country. The government held controversial hearings to deal with the fear and unrest that was crippling the country. Genvars
desperately needed a leader to unite and represent them. They wanted Strongman. Through his own chronological narrative,
Henry Fleming gives us an unabashed accounting of his extraordinary life. Whether it's the searing pain of a broken heart, the
unapologetic dispensing of justice, or his lifelong search for the answer to the same question we each ask ourselves. Why Am I
here? Sometimes it's not who we think we are that matters as much as who other people believe we are.
On his first crossing through the warps, Seg discovers a world rich in vita - fuel to save his dying world. Cold, brilliant and
desperate to prove himself as a Cultural Theorist, Seg breaks away from the recon squad sent to protect him, to scout out prime
vita sources. But to find his prize he must face his biggest fear: water. Fiery and headstrong, Ama receives an ultimatum from her
people's tyrannical overlords: betray her own kind or give up the boat she calls home, forever. When a wealthy traveler hires her
as a guide, Ama thinks her prayers are answered - until a violent murder reveals Seg's true identity. On the run, over land and
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water, hunted by a ruthless and relentless tracker, and caught in the schemes of a political powerhouse, Seg and Ama will have to
strike an uneasy truce to survive. The fate of two worlds is in their hands.
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